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As the owner of a Pajero Sport you have shown your desire for adventure. The dynamic appearance, in combination
with its breathtaking driving pleasure, appeals perfectly to your sporty instinct. This Mitsubishi four-wheel drive
takes you through any terrain, any time, offering you and your passengers great comfort and style. A better way to
express yourself and show the world all you have achieved, is difficult to find. To make this ultimate sport-utility
vehicle an even more exiting Mitsubishi, we offer a large selection of high-quality accessories. With these carefully
designed Mitsubishi products you can make your Pajero Sport become unique... just like you!

TRANSPORT & LEISURE
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STYLING

The powerful styling of your Pajero Sport with sharply defined body contours attracts attention anywhere. In the
city, on the motorway or on your off-road holiday adventure. With the Pajero Sport you can have an off-road car with
sensational performance, outstanding comfort and style under all driving conditions. There is a wide range of 
genuine accessories available for your Mitsubishi to make your Pajero Sport a car with no limits - expanding your
sporting lifestyle.

EXTERIOR STYLING

Pajero Sport shown with front guard with integrated 
underride protection, fog lamps, chromed headlamp 
mouldings, mirror covers and door handles, spoiler, 
fender extensions, side steps and alloy wheels.



EXTERIOR STYLING

Side protection 
moulding
Black
MZ312025

Side steps
Aluminium board with
stainless steel finish.
For Instyle version
only.
MZ312023

Fender extension
Front & rear set,
including mudguards.
Black, can be painted 
if required.
For Instyle version only.
MZ312295

Door handles, chromed
To replace the original
door handles.
Front, left side
MR371041
Front, right side
MR371042
Rear, left side
MR371043
Rear, right side
MR371044

Headlamp moulding, 
chromed
Left side
MR495771
Right side
MR495772

Mirror covers,
chromed

MZ569096

Rear spoiler
To be painted
MZ311898

Rear bumper lamp guard
Stainless steel
MZ312299

Front guard
Resin, with integrated stainless steel 
underride protection.
Black, to be painted.
MZ312297
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Alloy wheel - 16" 
12 spoke
MZ556307

Lockable wheel nuts 
MZ312695

Alloy wheel - 18"
6 spoke

MME31324

Lockable wheel nuts 
MZ312693

Note: 18” alloy wheel 
is not available in all

countries. 
Please ask your dealer.

Alloy wheel - 16"
8 spoke
Standard on 
Intense version
MR519997

Lockable wheel nuts 
MZ312695

Alloy wheel - 16"
6 spoke

Standard on 
Intense version

MN103460

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312695

Alloy wheel - 15"
6 spoke

For Instyle version only
MZ556212

Lockable wheel nuts 
MZ312695

Alloy wheel - 15"  
6 twin spoke

For Instyle version only
MZ311656

Lockable wheel nuts 
MZ312693

EXTERIOR 
STYLING

Alloy wheels can be
protected against theft 
with lockable wheel
nuts.

Decoration panel,
wood look

Manual transmission
LHD MZ312035

Automatic transmission
LHD MZ312078

Manual transmission
RHD MZ312036

Automatic transmission
RHD MZ312079

Steering wheel
Grey leather
MR799048
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INTERIOR STYLING

Gear shift knob,
wood look 

MZ312614

Transfer shift knob,
wood look

For LHD, m/t and RHD,
a/t

MZ312616

For LHD, a/t and RHD,
m/t

MZ312615 

Gear shift knob,
grey leather
MR581011

Transfer shift knob,
grey leather
For LHD, m/t
MR628748

For LHD, a/t
MR628750

Gear shift knob,
black leather

MZ310938

Transfer shift knob,
black leather

For LHD, m/t and RHD,
a/t

MZ311610

For LHD, a/t and RHD,
m/t

MZ311747



DVD map type navigation
system MP-8000

• Map, voice and arrow
guidance

• 9 languages (D, F, GB,
NL, E, P, I, S, DK)
• 6.5” LCD wide 

display with 
retractable mechanism

• Easy destination
selection by address,

postal code, map or POI
(point of interest) 

• Convenient memory
functions

• Automatic re-route
function

• Easy to operate
remote control

• High accurate locator
by satellite signal,

gyro and vehicle speed
sensor

• Dual map mode
MZ313040

TMC tuner (Traffic
Message Channel)

Optional for MP-8000
MZ313043

Note: TMC is not 
available in all 

countries, please ask
your dealer for more

information.

Navigation 
installation kit

MZ312325

DVD-ROM, digital road
map for MP-8000

MZ313150

Please see the 
quick reference list 

for details.

MEX-850
RDS-EON radio, CD player, CD changer control, 
telephone mute preparation and detachable front
panel, 4 x 40W.
Standard equipped with Jazz Black front panel.
MZ312636

Coloured front panels for MEX-850 
Please see the quick reference list

MP34
RDS-EON radio, MP3 playback from CD-ROM and 
CD-RW, CD/CD-R/CD-RW player, CD changer control,
telephone auto-muting and flip release panel, 4 x 45W.
MME31430

E2
Arrow type navigation, RDS-EON radio, DigiCeiver, MP3
player, CD/CD-R/CD-RW player, CD changer control,
telephone auto-muting and flip release panel, 4 x 50W.
CD music play is possible while navigation is in use
thanks to the internal memory with corridor-function.
MME31440

Digital road maps for E2 - see page 23

MP54
RDS-EON radio, DigiCeiver, MP3 player, CD/CD-R/
CD-RW player, CD changer control, telephone 
auto-muting and flip release panel, 4 x 50W.
MME31420

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

Today’s driving is more fun when your car is equipped with the right entertainment sys-
tem. Whether you love classic music, pop or jazz, Mitsubishi offers a wide range of
carefully selected audio systems. Radio Data Systems make modern driving more
convenient and safer. Enjoy the luxury of state-of-the-art equipment to provide you
and your passengers with the best in music or information. 

6 Disc CD changer
For dashboard 
installation.
Applicable to MEX-850.
MZ312961

10 Disc CD changer
Applicable to E2, 
MP54 and MP34
MME31306

Applicable to MEX-850
MZ312569

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

Remote control for E2,
MP54 and MP34

To be mounted on the
steering wheel

MME31318
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COMFORT

Even driving a Pajero Sport on a hot summer day or
under freezing conditions has no effect on your comfort.
Mitsubishi air-conditioning creates the ideal cockpit
conditions set to standards you have selected.
Carefully crafted products enable you to travel under
optimum comfort, perfectly in tune with modern driving
circumstances.

Side window deflectors
For front doors only
MZ312558

COMFORT

Pajero Sport interior
shown with entry guards

and textile mats.

Keyless entry
Activates your central

door locking and 
interior lighting.

MZ312043

Pollen filter
For vehicles with 
air-conditioning

XZ311917

Air-conditioning kit
(manual operation)
3.0 V6 models, LHD
MZ340732

Seat storage bag
MZ312731
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COMFORT

Roof wind deflector
Suitable for a factory
installed sunroof
MZ312040



SAFETY & PROTECTION

Mitsubishi is well known for its high standards of
safety. Your Pajero Sport offers active safety features
like ABS, unobstructed driver visibility and passive
features like the SRS front air bags and an impact
absorbing body. All accessories we offer, from a series
of safety seats for children to a separation rack, are
designed with the same care and dedication.

SAFETY & 
PROTECTION

Pajero Sport shown with
fog lamps, front guard with

integrated underride 
protection, chromed 

headlamp mouldings and
mirror covers.

Entry guards,
rear door set

3 Dimensional design.
MZ312294
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Entry guards,  
front door set
3 Dimensional design
with polished Pajero
Sport name.
MZ312293

Textile mat sets
Front and rear set

Classic, anthracite
LHD - MZ312300
RHD - MZ312301

Comfort, grey
LHD - MZ312302
RHD - MZ312303

Elegance, grey
LHD - MZ312304
RHD - MZ312305

Rubber mat sets
Front set, LHD MZ312344
Front set, RHD MZ312345

Rear set MZ312346

COMFORT



Parking assistance,
front and rear kit
Set of 4 rear sensors and 2 front sensors, 
with display
MME31383
Set of 4 rear sensors and 2 front sensors, 
with audible distance indication
MME31384
Set of 2 additional front sensors
MME31393

Rear parking assistance
Assists reversing with audible distance indication.

Sensors can be painted in body colour.
Set of 4 rear sensors

MME31432

Child safety seat 
"Airseat"
For children between 9
months and 8 years old
MZ312389

Child safety seat 
"Kid"

For children between 
3 to 12 years old

MZ312808

First aid kit
MZ312958

Warning triangle
MZ312957

Child safety seat 
"Baby-Safe" 

For babies up to 15
months and 13 kgs

MZ312807

Separation rack
Black-coated steel.
Cannot be combined

with rear centre 
seatbelt.

MZ312041

Safety kit
Consisting of first aid

kit and warning triangle
MZ312959

SAFETY &
PROTECTION

Fog lamps
Reflector type
MZ581461

Bumper corner 
protector set
Can be used on front 
or rear bumper
MZ312643
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TRANSPORT & LEISURE

Pajero Sport shown with roof carrier, surfboard carrier,
spoiler, rear bumper lamp guards, chromed mirror covers,
door handles and headlamp mouldings, fender extensions,
side steps and alloy wheels. 

TRANSPORT & LEISURE

If you want to break away from the everyday routine, you and your Pajero Sport perform as the perfect team. We have
some excellent ideas to make your outdoor activities even more fun. A weekend at the beach or a few days in the
mountains, Mitsubishi original accessories make your Pajero Sport a most firm friend. 



Bike carrier, 
black-coated steel

With integrated lock.
MZ312791

Roof carrier
With integrated lock for
roof rail applications. 
MZ311901

Roof carrier 
With integrated 
lock for roof moulding
applications.
MZ312042

Luggage carrier, 
black-coated steel

With adjustable ends to
provide a flat surface 

for long loads. 
Dimensions: 

75 x 100 cm.
MZ535826

Load stops
Movable load stops to match the roof carrier 

exactly to the load you are transporting. 
Use the tie-down straps to 

secure the load in position.
MZ312469

Tie-down strap
MZ311382

Kayak - / surfboard carrier
Including two tie-down straps
MZ311380

Paddle - / mast holder
MZ311381

Ski - / snowboard carrier
With integrated lock.
For max. four pairs of skis or two snowboards.
MZ311974

Ski carrier (no ill.)
Four holders for two pairs of skis
MZ535809

Some of the roof 
carriers appearing 

in this brochure may
differ from the 

models available 
in your market.

Bike carrier, aluminium
With integrated lock. 
All settings can be adjusted at roof height.
MZ311988
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Exterior styling Page 4-8
Headlamp mouldings:
- left side MR495771
- right side MR495772
Mirror covers (set of 2) MZ569096
Side protection moulding MZ312025
Side steps, for Instyle version MZ312023
Fender extension, for Instyle version MZ312295
Door handles:
- front, left side MR371041
- front, right side MR371042
- rear, left side MR371043
- rear, right side MR371044
Rear spoiler MZ311898
Rear bumper lamp guard (set of 2) MZ312299
Front guard MZ312297
Alloy wheels:
- 6 spoke, 18" MME31324
- 6 spoke, 16" MN103460
- 12 spoke, 16" MZ556307
- 8 spoke, 16” MR519997
- 6 spoke, 15", for Instyle version MZ556212
- 6 twin spoke, 15", for Instyle version MZ311656
Lockable wheel nuts:
- cone nut seating, closed MZ312693
- flat nut seating, closed MZ312695

Interior styling & In-car entertainment Page 9-11
Decoration panel, wood look:
- manual transmission, LHD MZ312035
- automatic transmission, LHD MZ312078
- manual transmission, RHD MZ312036
- automatic transmission, RHD MZ312079
Steering wheel, grey leather MR799048
Gear shift knob, grey leather, m/t MR581011
Transfer shift knob, grey leather:
- LHD m/t MR628748
- LHD a/t MR628750
Gear shift knob, wood look, m/t MZ312614
Transfer shift knob, wood look:
- LHD m/t, RHD a/t MZ312616
- LHD a/t, RHD m/t MZ312615
Gear shift knob, black leather, m/t MZ310938
Transfer shift knob, black leather:
- LHD m/t, RHD a/t MZ311610
- LHD a/t, RHD m/t MZ311747
E2 navigation/radio/MP3-/CD-player MME31440
Digital road maps for E2 (no ill.):
- Austria, Switzerland MME31441
- Benelux (Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg) MME31442
- Czech Republic, Poland MME31443
- France MME31444
- Germany MME31445
- Great Britain, Ireland MME31446
- Greece MME31447
- Italy MME31448
- Portugal, Spain MME31449
- Scandinavia (Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland) MME31450
MP54 radio/MP3-/CD-player MME31420
MP34 radio/MP3 playback/CD-player MME31430
Remote control for E2, MP54 and MP34 MME31318
MEX-850 radio/CD player MZ312636
Coloured front panels for MEX-850 (no ill.):  
- Boom Box Carbon MZ312683
- Sonic Silver MZ312684
- Urban Grey MZ312685
- Salsa Red MZ312686
- Evergreen Yellow MZ312687
- Ballad Blue MZ312688
- Classic Wood MZ312689
- Opera Marble MZ312690
- Jazz Black (standard) MZ312691
- protection case for coloured front panels MZ312692
10 Disc CD changer:
- applicable to E2, MP54 and MP34 MME31306
- applicable to MEX-850 MZ312569
6 Disc CD changer, applicable to MEX-850 MZ312961
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Adapter cables (no ill.):
- to install E2, MP54 and MP34 MME31305
- for 10 disc CD changer (MZ312569) MZ594714
MP-8000, DVD navigation system MZ313040
DVD-ROM, digital road map for MP-8000 (no ill.):
- (coverage: And, A, B, DK, CH, D, E, F, FL, GB, I,

Irl, L, MC, N, NL, P, RSM, S, SF) MZ313150
TMC tuner, optional for MP-8000 (no ill.) MZ313043
Navigation installation kit (no ill.) MZ312325

Comfort Page 12-14
Side window deflectors MZ312558
Roof wind deflector MZ312040
Keyless entry MZ312043
Seat storage bag MZ312731
Pollen filter, for vehicles with air-conditioning XZ311917
Air-conditioning kit, 3.0 V6 models, LHD MZ340732
Entry guards:
- front door set MZ312293
- rear door set MZ312294
Textile mat sets:
- Classic, anthracite, LHD MZ312300
- Comfort, grey, LHD MZ312302
- Elegance, grey, LHD MZ312304
- Classic, anthracite, RHD MZ312301
- Comfort, grey, RHD MZ312303
- Elegance, grey, RHD MZ312305
Rubber mat sets:
- front set, LHD MZ312344
- front set, RHD MZ312345
- rear set MZ312346

Safety & protection Page 15-17
Fog lamp set, reflector type MZ581461
Bumper corner protector set MZ312643
Parking assistance:
- set of 4 rear sensors MME31432
- set of 4 rear - and 2 front sensors, with display MME31383
- set of 4 rear - and 2 front sensors, with audible 

distance indication MME31384
- set of 2 additional front sensors MME31393
Separation rack MZ312041
Child safety seats:
- “Baby-Safe” < 15 months MZ312807
- “Airseat” 9 months - 8 years MZ312389
- “Kid” 3 - 12 years MZ312808
Warning triangle MZ312957
First aid kit MZ312958
Safety kit MZ312959

Transport & leisure Page 18-22
Ski-/snowboard carrier MZ311974
Ski carrier (no ill.) MZ535809
Load stops (4 pcs) MZ312469
Tie-down strap (1 pce) MZ311382
Kayak-/surfboard carrier MZ311380
Paddle-/mast holder MZ311381
Roof carriers:
- for roof railing MZ311901
- for roof moulding MZ312042
Luggage carrier, black-coated steel MZ535826
Bike carrier, aluminium MZ311988
Bike carrier, black-coated steel MZ312791
Trunk tray:
- for Intense version MZ311897
- for Instyle version MZ312034
Cargo net MZ312254
Towbars:
- fixed type MZ312711
- flange type MZ312283
Towbar wiring (no ill.):
- 7 pin, LHD MZ312019
- 7 pin, incl. flasher relay, RHD MZ312156
- 7 pin, 12S universal harness, RHD MZ312327
- 13 pin, LHD MZ312020
- flasher relay with bulb, LHD MZ312060
- adapter socket from 13 to 7 pin MZ312649

Touch-up paint (no ill.) Ask your dealer

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press. The right is
reserved to change specifications, partnumbers and features without prior notice. To avoid any misunderstandings your Mitsubishi Motors dealer
will advise of any alterations made since the date of issue of this brochure. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any
means, without the prior written permission of Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.. Some of the products or vehicles shown in the brochure may differ
from the models available in your market.

Trunk tray
With integrated anti-slip mat
For Intense version 
MZ311897
For Instyle version 
MZ312034

Cargo net
MZ312254

Towbar,
flange type
MZ312283

Towbar,
fixed type

MZ312711

TRANSPORT & LEISURE
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